Super Node™

The Super Node™ from PRG provides a powerful and convenient interface between Vx76 or DMX-over-Ethernet (DoE) compatible control consoles, pixel mapping from media servers, and other control equipment which require either DMX-over-Ethernet or DMX512-A control signals. The unit accepts high level commands in either Vx76 or DMX-over-Ethernet protocols and converts the data into eight universes of DMX512-A.

**SELF-SENSING**

The Super Node unit operates in one of two primary modes: Vx76 Mode or Series 400™ Mode. The operating mode is automatically configured by the unit according to the input signal type.

**CONVERT AND DISTRIBUTE**

In Vx76 Mode, the unit will accept Vx76 protocol and generate both DoE and DMX512-A outputs.

In Series 400 Mode, the unit will accept DoE protocol and convert it to DMX512-A.

**EASY CONFIGURATION**

The Super Node includes a menu display for configuring the unit and checking system status. The menu system is easily navigated using the touchscreen, allowing configuration of the Vx76 address, configuration of DoE inputs in Series 400 Mode, real-time monitoring of DMX512-A data on each output, display of network error information, and display of current software version. The unit can also be remotely managed using the S400 Tools utility software.

**ORDERING INFORMATION**
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**Features**

- Accepts proprietary Vx76 protocol.
- Accepts DMX-over-Ethernet protocols, including ART-NET and E1.31 (streaming ACN).
- Compatible with 10BASE-T, 1000BASE-T, or 100BASE-TX standard signals.
- Automatic detection and mode configuration according to input signal type.
- One (1) Ethernet output port supporting up to sixteen (16) DMX512-A universes.
- One (1) Ethernet input port supporting Vx76 or DoE protocol.
- Eight (8) DMX512-A serial output ports supporting one (1) DMX512-A universe each.
- One (1) DMX512-A input port (located on the back of the unit).
- LEDs indicating link and activity status for all Ethernet ports.
- LEDs indicating DMX and RDM data status for all DMX ports.
- Display support for configuration of Vx76 address, configuration of DoE inputs in Series 400 Mode, real-time monitoring of DMX512-A data on each output, display of network error information, and display of current software version.
- Neutrik® PowerCON® connector for input AC supply.
- Neutrik® PowerCON® thru connector for AC supply Daisy-chaining.
- Standard 2U 19” rack mount chassis.
- 90 to 264 VAC, 47 to 63 Hz operation.
Super Node Specifications

The unit shall be a Super Node designed to provide interface between a Vx76 console, or other model lighting console, and connected lighting control equipment. The unit shall accept input control signal of either Vx76 control protocol or DMX-over-Ethernet control protocol, and convert them into eight universes of DMX512-A data. The unit shall be self-sensing and automatically set the input control protocol and shall default to Vx76 control protocol by priority when both are present.

The unit shall operate on 90 to 264 VAC, 47 to 63 Hz, and draw less than 60 watts continuously. There shall be one power input connector for inputting AC power to the unit. There shall be no other power switch, circuit breaker, or fuse accessible outside the unit.

The unit shall have one control signal input which is fed from a console providing either Vx76 or DoE protocol. The unit shall have one DoE output carrying up to sixteen DMX512-A universes. There shall be eight [non-isolated] standard DMX512-A serial outputs on 5-pin latched female XLR connectors, each carrying one DMX512-A universe. Both output protocols shall be simultaneously active. The unit shall provide status LEDs indicating Link and Activity data for all Ethernet outputs, and DMX and RDM status for each DMX port. The unit shall also have one male XLR connector located on the rear panel for DMX input.

The unit shall provide a touchscreen display for configuration of Vx76 address, configuration of DoE inputs in Series 400 Mode, real-time monitoring of DMX512-A data on each output, display of network error information, and display of current software version.

The unit shall be housed in a standard 2U 19” rack mount chassis with an approximate depth of 11” behind the panel. The unit shall be fan cooled with an operating temperature of –20°C to 50°C (-4°F to 122°F). The unit shall weigh 6.5 lbs (3 kg). The unit shall be certified to ETL and CSA Standards in CE and DENAN category B, Circle PSE.
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